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Optically guided linear Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer
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We demonstrate a horizontal, linearly guided Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer in an optical waveguide.
Intended as a proof-of-principle experiment, the interferometer utilizes a Bose-Einstein condensate in the
magnetically insensitive |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state of 87Rb as an acceleration-sensitive test mass. We achieve a
modest sensitivity to acceleration of �a = 7 × 10−4 m/s2. Our fringe visibility is as high as 38% in this optically
guided atom interferometer. We observe a time of flight in the waveguide of over 0.5 s, demonstrating the utility
of our optical guide for future sensors.
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Over the past decade there has been significant interest in
the application of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) to the
development of compact inertial sensors based on magneti-
cally guided ultracold atoms [1,2]. Trapped atom systems offer
the possibility of the ultrahigh precision sensing demonstrated
by free-space atom interferometry [3,4] in a more compact
package. Atoms can now be Bose condensed [5–8], guided
[9,10], split [11–13], switched [14], recombined [15], and
imaged [16,17] in reconfigurable magnetic potentials which
support the atoms against gravity. Typical geometries for
magnetically trapped atom interferometers use either atoms
bound to a trap which is adiabatically deformed [18–21] or
a magnetic guide in which atoms are manipulated using a
standing wave [22–26].

Precision in these schemes is usually limited by both the
roughness of the magnetic waveguide potential which causes
decoherence and fragmentation of the condensate [27–30],
as well as interaction-induced dephasing due to the tight
trapping potentials used in magnetic guiding [31–33]. Methods
used to address these problems have included a Michelson
configuration which is sensitive only to relative acceleration
between the two arms [24,34], a constant displacement scheme
with an inherently reduced scaling in sensitivity to absolute
acceleration [26], or trapping currents oscillating in the kHz
range which smooths the potential but causes unwanted
heating [35,36]. The impact of these problems has been
highlighted in Ref. [37].

An alternative solution using optical trapping and ma-
nipulation of ultracold atoms has the advantage of being
inherently smooth. Optical elements have been constructed
which guide [38–41], reflect [42,43], and split [44–46] atom
clouds. Recently, a ring interferometer has been constructed to
measure rotation [37]. Additionally, relatively large BECs can
be quickly produced in optical traps (105 atoms in 500 ms [47])
and the atoms in an optical trap can be confined in any
internal state, allowing the trapping of magnetically insensitive
ensembles [48].

In this paper we present a linear, optically guided atom
interferometer in an inertially sensitive configuration. A BEC
of 87Rb is loaded into an atomic waveguide constructed from
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a far-detuned optical dipole beam (Fig. 1). The atoms are
then transferred into the first-order magnetically insensitive
|F = 1,mF = 0〉 spin state. A Mach-Zehnder (MZ) atom
interferometer with 4h̄k momentum splitting is constructed
using counterpropagating Bragg beams aligned collinearly
with the waveguide. The phase � of a MZ atom interferometer
is given by [49]

� = n(2k · a − α)T 2 + n(φ1 − 2φ2 + φ3), (1)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The geometry of our optically guided
atom interferometer. A BEC is formed in an optical dipole triple
trap at the intersection of three far-detuned beams. Two of these are
switched off to release the atoms into the third beam, the waveguide.
A MZ atom interferometer is constructed using Bragg transitions
from counterpropagating beams aligned along the waveguide. We
image the resulting momentum states using a vertical absorption
imaging system. A second absorption imaging system, not shown in
this diagram, has its axis in the horizontal plane between the cross
and waveguide dipole beams. (b) Images showing expansion of the
condensate in the waveguide after different expansion times. Because
gravity slowly pulls the atoms out of the field of view of our imaging
system, the image after 520 ms expansion is of a condensate thrown
“uphill” by a 6h̄k Bloch acceleration and then allowed to fall back
into the field of view.
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where k is the wave vector of the light used in the nth-order
Bragg transitions, a is the acceleration experienced by the
atoms from external forces, α is the rate at which the angular
frequency difference between the Bragg beams is swept, T is
the time between pulses in the interferometer of total length
2T , and φj is the phase of the j th Bragg laser pulse. Tuning the
interferometer phase � to zero using α provides a measure of
the acceleration along k. We demonstrate this by measuring the
small residual component of gravity along the near-horizontal
waveguide.

We produce 87Rb condensates using the machine described
in Ref. [50]. Briefly, we evaporatively cool atoms in their
|F = 1,mF = −1〉 lower ground state in a quadrupole-Ioffe
configuration magnetic trap before transferring them into an
optical “triple trap.” The triple trap is constructed using three
red-detuned dipole beams (see Fig. 1). The cross and axial
beams are sourced from a single laser (SPI RedPower compact)
operating at 1090 nm, while the third beam (SPI RedPower
HS), which operates at 1065 nm is also later used as our
optical waveguide. The 1/e2 waist radii of our axial, cross, and
waveguide beams are measured to be 135, 135, and 80 μm,
respectively. The waveguide beam is held on at a constant
power of 4.5 W. The crossed dipole beams are adiabatically
ramped down from 4.5 to 1.65 W over 1.5 s, which further
evaporatively cools the atoms, producing a BEC of 5 × 105

atoms. Our slow repetition rate of 0.5/min is largely dominated
by the need for thermal dissipation from our magnetic trap, and
it is possible to form BEC much faster than this [47,51].

To release the atoms into the waveguide we ramp the
crossed dipole beams down to 70 mW over 0.5 s before
switching them off entirely. The remaining optical waveguide
beam has transverse and axial frequencies of 114 Hz (measured
by exciting a trap oscillation) and 1 Hz (calculated from the
beam properties), respectively, and is on a tilt of less than
1◦ with respect to gravity. Consequently, the atoms slowly
accelerate out of the field of view of our vertical imaging
system (≈3 mm) after around 100 ms. We observed the
condensate expanding along the waveguide for times on the
order of 0.5 s (Fig. 1) by using a 6h̄k Bloch acceleration [52]
up the slight incline and observing the atom cloud as it falls
back down the waveguide. The structure visible on the images
in Fig. 1 is largely due to classical noise on our imaging
system.

After the BEC is released into the waveguide, we allow it
to expand axially for 20 ms to reduce any mean-field effects
which may be present due to interparticle interactions at higher
density [53]. After expansion we measure the momentum
width in the directions axial and transverse to the waveguide
to be 0.8h̄k and 0.2h̄k, respectively. Using time-of-flight
observations we have determined that the majority of the atoms
occupy the transverse ground state of the waveguide.

While the BEC expands along the waveguide a constant
magnetic field of 30 G is applied by a pair of Helmholtz
coils to define the spin axis. During this time the atoms
are transferred into the first-order magnetically insensitive
|mF = 0〉 state using a Landau-Zener radio-frequency sweep.
We can verify that the atoms are in the |mF = 0〉 state by
hitting the cloud with a short magnetic pulse, knocking them
out of the waveguide if they are in the |mF = −1〉 state but
leaving them trapped if they are in the |mF = 0〉 state.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Our Bragg laser system consists of two
counterpropagating 780-nm beams aligned collinearly with the
waveguide and detuned from one another on the order of tens of kHz.
The beam from an external cavity diode laser detuned by ∼130 GHz
from the D2 line of 87Rb (as measured using a HighFinesse WS2
Wavemeter) is used to seed a tapered amplifier (TA). The output
from the TA is split between two acousto-optic modulators (AOM)
by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) with a half-wave plate (λ/2) for
frequency and amplitude control. Each AOM is driven near 80 MHz
by one of two amplified, phase-locked channels from a direct digital
synthesizer (DDS, Spincore PulseBlaster). The modulated beams are
coupled into separate optical fibers which bring the beams near to
the atoms. Dichroic mirrors (DM) are then used to align these Bragg
beams counterpropagating and collinearly with the waveguide.

We use Bragg transitions to coherently split, reflect, and
recombine our atomic wave packet in momentum along the
waveguide [49,53]. Our Bragg setup is shown schematically
in Fig. 2. For counterpropagating beams an nth-order Bragg
pulse, imparting 2nh̄k momentum to the kicked atoms, has a
resonance condition given by �f = nh̄k2/mπ , where k is the
wave number of the light and m is the mass of the atoms. We
use �f = 30.3 kHz to effect second-order Bragg transitions.
To account for the Doppler shift induced by the acceleration of
approximately 0.10 m/s2 down the waveguide due to gravity
(as measured by time of flight in the waveguide), one of the
beams is swept by α = 2π × 258 Hz/ms in the laboratory
frame so as to remain resonant, with no Doppler shift in the
frame of the atoms. We use Gaussian pulses to achieve optimal
momentum state coupling efficiencies [54,55].

Using the Bragg setup we build a MZ interferometer. First,
a π/2 pulse is applied to coherently split the atoms into two
momentum states, one initially stationary at 0h̄k, the other
traveling at 4h̄k. After a time T we apply a π pulse to invert the
two momentum states. After another period T , the two halves
of the atomic wave packet are overlapped again and we apply
a second π/2 pulse to interfere the two states. We allow these
final states to separate along the waveguide for (35 − 2T ) ms,
then switch off the waveguide to allow ballistic expansion for
5 ms to avoid lensing of the imaging light by the narrow, dense
cloud of atoms. Using absorption imaging we count the number
of atoms in each momentum state. To remove the effect of run-
to-run fluctuations in total atom number, we look at the relative
atom number in the 0h̄k state Nrel = N0h̄k/(N0h̄k + N4h̄k). By
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FIG. 3. (Color online) We obtained fringes in MZ configuration with 4h̄k momentum splitting. Measured fringes (red circles) and a
sinusoidal fit (blue line) of the form Nrel = A cos(2φ3 + �) + c for (a) 2T = 400 μs and (b) 2T = 2.5 ms. The density plot next to each fringe
is a Fourier component of our absorption images for all recombination phases φ3 (see text) and shows the sections of our absorption images
which contribute to each state of the interferometer. The 0h̄k (red atom cloud) and 4h̄k state (blue atom cloud) are separated by 870 μm. (c)
Visibility (red circles) is 2A, as measured by the sinusoidal fit to each fringe set. Contrast (black diamonds) as measured by range of data Nrel

from the 2nd percentile to the 98th percentile, is shown for comparison to indicate possible gains in fringe visibility after the elimination of
phase noise.

scanning the relative phase φ3 of the final π/2 pulse, we obtain
fringes in Nrel, and these are shown in Fig. 3.

A simple method to count the atoms in each state is to draw
a box around the area where each state is expected and count
the atoms in each box for each phase φ3. To avoid counting
noncontributing pixels in our image, which would add unnec-
essary noise, we use a Fourier phase decomposition algorithm
to select which pixels we attribute to each momentum state.
For each pixel i in our absorption image we calculate the
number of atoms it contains as a function of recombination
phase, ni(φ3). We then take the inner product with sinusoids
of the expected frequency

αi =
∫ 2π

0
ni(φ3) sin(mφ3)dφ3,

(2)

βi =
∫ 2π

0
ni(φ3) cos(mφ3)dφ3,

where m is 2 for a 4h̄k transition. Any oscillatory sig-
nal in ni(φ3) of the correct frequency, such as ni(φ3) =
Ai cos(mφ3 + �i), can be extracted by the relations

Ai = 2
√

α2 + β2, �i = tan−1

(
αi

βi

)
. (3)

For a small phase offset (�i ≈ 0 for the 0h̄k state) it
is sufficient to simply plot βi , as |βi | ≈ Ai and sgn(βi) ≈
cos(�i), and this has been done in Fig. 3. Ideally, two
identifiable components will be visible in an image, the 0h̄k

momentum state with � ≈ 0 (with positive amplitude, shown
in red) and the 4h̄k momentum state with � ≈ π (negative
amplitude, blue). From this image we select which pixels
to include in our regular counting of N0h̄k and N4h̄k for all
φ3 by setting a tolerance on βi . The optimal tolerance will
depend upon the background noise in the image. Comparing
this Fourier decomposition method to an optimally chosen box,
we find a 56% increase in visibility and a 65% reduction in

phase uncertainty at 2T = 2.5 ms, with the best improvement
at longer T , demonstrating the utility of this method.

An example of the obtained fringes are shown in Fig. 3.
We obtain a visibility of 38% at 2T = 1 ms and 15% at 2T =
2.5 ms. By 2T = 3 ms, phase noise effectively randomizes the
final phase of the interferometer, but interference is still visible.
Even at 2T = 7 ms we still have interference with contrast
of ≈37%, albeit with random phase. The phase instability
observed at longer interferometer times is likely due to acoustic
vibrations affecting the optical fiber outcouplers which bring
the Bragg beams to the table. A simple analysis shows that a
small fluctuation in the distance �L between fiber outcouplers
creates a laser phase offset (in radians) of �φi = 4πn�L/λ.
For the sake of argument, assume �φ1,2 = 0, �φ3 = π/2 is
enough to mask a usable signal; this means that �L ≈ 50 nm
is enough displacement during the interrogation time T to
completely wash out any fringes. This could be caused by
a vibration with a 70-nm amplitude and frequency around
f = 1/3T ≈ 170 Hz with 2T = 4 ms, for example. Indeed,
by looking at the beat between our Bragg beams on a
low-frequency spectrum analyzer we see a significant noise
peak between 130 and 200 Hz in our laboratory. We calculate
the fluctuations in Bragg beam intensity to contribute 1/300th
of the measured uncertainty in acceleration, so this is not
yet limiting our sensitivity. Run-to-run fluctuations in atom
number would not be expected to greatly affect the sensitivity,
however the loss of contrast seen in Fig. 3(c) may be due to
residual interparticle interactions [56].

The highest sensitivity to acceleration along the guide
that we can currently obtain is �a = 7 × 10−4 m/s2 at
2T = 2.5 ms over 136 runs (9 × 10−2/

√
Hz), and we obtain

an acceleration of a = 0.0997(7) m/s2. For comparison, a
free space gravimeter run in the same laboratory [53] had
an acceleration sensitivity of 5 × 10−4 m/s2 at 2T = 6 ms
over 30 runs (3 × 10−2/

√
Hz). The similar results obtained

for both the free space and the guided interferometer indicate
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that it is likely that by vibrationally isolating the sensor and
Bragg laser system from the mechanical noise present in
our laboratory we can achieve significantly higher sensitivity.
Indeed, a precision atom interferometer based gravimeter,
operated in a vibrationally isolated laboratory next to the one in
which the current apparatus resides achieves an acceleration
sensitivity of �g ∼ 3 × 10−7/

√
Hz [57] for 2T = 200 ms.

The fundamental atomic projection noise limit on acceleration
sensitivity for this type of system is given by �a = 1/

√
NkT 2,

where N is the total number of atoms involved in several runs
of the experiment [48]. For our longest waveguide propagation
time of 2T = 520 ms this limit is an enticing �a = 4 × 10−11

m/s2 (2 × 10−9/
√

Hz). In this hypothetical interferometer we
would have a maximum displacement between the atom clouds
of 3.6 mm, or 10% of the Rayleigh length in either direction,
and the resulting change in waveguide intensity experienced
by the atoms will be less than 1%.

There are numerous avenues for future research in this
system. If vibrational noise can be reduced, we can begin
to explore the fundamental limitations of signal to noise in
the waveguide interferometer and additionally make a direct
comparison to a free space system in the same machine.
Replacing our imaging system will also reduce noise, and
in fact we have already shown that it is possible to image
a cold atom interferometer at the quantum-projection-noise
limit [58]. The ability to hold all magnetic substates in the
same waveguide spatial mode with an arbitrary, constant
magnetic field offers another interesting prospect: completely

removing the self-interaction in such a system by setting
the scattering length to zero [59,60]. In fact, our appa-
ratus can also produce BEC of 85Rb and manipulate the
s-wave scattering length via an easily accessible Feshbach
resonance at 155 G [50]. Combining the optical waveguide
interferometer with a time-varying scattering length could
also allow investigation of squeezing enhanced interferometry
[61–63]. Finally, we have made preliminary investigations of
an alternative to two-photon beam splitters and mirrors in
the waveguide. By replacing the Bragg mirror with a blue-
detuned light sheet at 532 nm we have constructed a hybrid
interferometer, which will be the subject of an upcoming
paper. The system also offers the possibility of superimposing
multidimensional lattices onto the propagating atoms to
create the equivalent of photonic crystals for the propagating
atoms.

In summary, we have demonstrated a proof-of-principle
acceleration sensor based upon Bragg interferometry in an
optical waveguide. Our Mach-Zender configuration atom
interferometer is sensitive to acceleration along the waveguide
axis. As the atoms are optically trapped we are able to operate
the interferometer with atoms in the magnetically insensitive
|F = 1,mF = 0〉 internal state. We have demonstrated clean
propagation in the optical waveguide without fragmentation
for more than 0.5 s. In the future, this single-axis system
could be readily adapted to produce a multiaxis inertial
sensor by including two additional orthogonal waveguide atom
interferometers.
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